Zany Zombie “Beast-Row” Bistro
Braaaains! Oops, I mean—Greetings! Welcome to the world’s first zombie-themed
bistro. This restaurant is run by zombies, for zombies. We know what you crave (brains,
of course!) and we like to whip up new items up all the time. We are so glad that you
decided to join us today. Prepare to be wowed and possibly tasted by other
patrons.
This model was created by teacher Dena Harrison and is part of an entire creative
writing lesson found online at the “Always Write” website: http://corbettharrison.com

Appetizers!
Haitian-Styled Brain-tato skins- These mouth-watering potato
skins are filled with everything a Caribbean zombie loves: cheese,
bacon, fried brain sprinklings, and the perfect amount of cayenne
pepper. Spice-a-licious! 6.95
Brazilian Brain Sliders: We hand-picked the juiciest brain patties
and nestled them between two freshly-baked sesame seed buns.
Our seasoned brain patties are cooked to perfection based upon your preference,
and are dripping with Vermont cheddar. As a bonus, we add fresh, hand-picked
cilantro to the top. Viva Brazil! 7.95

Entrees!
Brains Tartar: This is your favorite food in its purest form. We obtain the freshest
brains and marinate them in their own juices. These free range human brains are
served raw and slightly warmed in a beautiful silver tray. Want simplicity? 10.95
Brain-zagna: That’s right, we take an old favorite— lasagna—and add the finest
sautéed ground brains to the mix. These delicious brains are complemented by our
homemade red sauce and lots of cheese. Hungry yet? 11.95

Desserts!
Sugared Brains a la mode: Our chef carefully takes a brain and rolls it in sugar to
create the most delicious crust. This is then topped with your choice of a dollop of
ice cream or fresh whipped cream. Your choice! 5.95
Brain-cano cake: A dessert for our chocolate loving zombies! We improve upon
the volcano cake by adding our favorite ingredient—brains! Our chocolate cake is
dense and the middle is filled with melted chocolate and grated brain chunks.
Prepare to be wowed! 7.95

